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We supply 
leading and innovative 
solutions in logistics

CHOOSE OUR RENTAL POSSIBILITY,
AND ENJOY ITS BENEFITS!

STORAGE UNITS DESIGNED  
FOR AUTOMATED WAREHOUSES

WHY CONDUCTIVE LTD?

 COST EFFICIENCY 
Less strain on your company’s budget

 WAREHOUSE AREA OPTIMIZATION 
Use the space in your warehouse just when necessary

 ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH 
You can protect the environment with reusing  
and recycling the products 

 SERVICE AND DISPOSAL 
Repairing or scrapping products involves costs, 
paperwork, loss of time and capacity, our company  
will handle it for you

 We are on the market for more than 20 years

 We offer high quality products

 We have ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification

 Our company is committed to the “Go Green” principle

 Thanks to our innovative and proactive approach,  
we monitor the new technologies of various industries

 We offer custom made solutions in the field of packaging 
design and vacuum forming

OPTIONS

 dimensions: 600x400 mm  
or 650x450 mm

 water drainage holes
 inmould label
 RFID chip marking system
 ESD material
 partition walls
 safety fixing for partition walls
 open or closed handgrips

THEY ALSO CHOSE OUR COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

Are you looking for solutions for an existing automated warehouse?
You can smoothly transport your goods on conveyors with our 
special bottom designed trays in intralogistics, as well.

 35 kg load capacity
 universal design
  for 600x400 or  

smaller cardboard  
boxes and plastic  
crates

Pallets

Crates, containers

Retail boxes

Pallet lid with built-in strap
Pallets

Individual trays

Washing-crate 
systems

ESD products

Chairs

Crates

Separators

Workplace mats

Big boxes

Big-bag stand

50 kg load capacity
low noise on the conveyor line

integrated separation  
system for partition walls

special double 
bottom design

stable double wall  
with rounded corners

CONDUCTIVE LTD
5 Szilas str, Nagytarcsa, H-2142 /M0 exit 58/

Phone: +36 20 239 6563
info@conductive.hu | conductive.hu

Big boxes
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GOING GREEN!
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS  

IN LOGISTICS
ERGONOMICS IN WORKPLACEPLASTIC MACHINING

Sustainability is important to Conductive Ltd, that is why we 
also ensure the reuse of logistics products.

The products, that go out of circulation, are sorted according to 
their raw materials, then processed, so they become suitable 
for re-production.

WHAT IS THE ADVANTAGE OF RECYCLED  
PLASTIC PACKAGING?

 You can reduce the company costs
  Your enterprise has a smaller ecological footprint
  Energy consumption, manufacturing waste and 

greenhouse gas emission are reduced during production, 
thereby it causes less environmental damage

ROLLING PALLET

  The plastic pallet can be transformed into trolley with  
a pedal, so there is no need for a forklift to move it 

  The dimension 800x600 or 600x400 mm, up to 500 kg 
load capacity rolling pallet is also a perfect solution  
for retail chains and e-commerce companies

  It can be safely used on automatic sorting lines,  
conveyor belts and truck-tail lifts

  It can be used with automatic systems and AGV vehicles
  Accessories: push/pull lever for manual movement,  

hook for connecting more trolleys

PALLET LID WITH BUILT-IN STRAP 

The safest, most versatile and most effective way to secure the 
cargo on a pallet without strapping or foiling.

  Time saving: you can secure the goods on the pallet  
with the lid in 20 seconds

  Cost-effective: you can save the costs of strapping tapes 
and wrap films

  Eco-Friendly: there is no need for single-use fasteners, 
so no waste is generated

Conductive Ltd also deals with machining of technical plastics, 
designing and producing of custom-made plastic parts and 
vacuum formed logistic products.

  Automatic and semi-automatic vacuum forming 
machines and milling machines with 3 and 5 axles  
for special machining

  Wide production range
  0,3-12 mm material thickness in vacuum forming
  Raw materials: 

ESD PS, PS, ABS, ABS-TPU, PET, APET, HDPE

CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTS

Premium quality Werksitz office and industrial chairs, and 
workplace mats optimized for every single workflow.

CHAIRS

  Certified products
  3, 5 or even 10-year warranty with repairing service 

depending on the model 
  Configurable
  Available with waterproof upholstery, with stainless  

steel and in ESD design
  Unique solutions for disabled-workers

WORKPLACE MATS

  Reduce stress on the spinal column and joints, 
furthermore improve circulation, thereby increases the 
efficiency in work. 

  High ageing resistance, excellent cold and heat tolerance, 
easy to clean

  Size and shape can be custom-tailored
  Available in flame retardant, water-repellent, anti-slip  

and ESD design
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Washing crate systems

Separators

Reel holders

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE

If you need recycled plastic products  
or want to get rid of your unused packaging, 

please contact us!

Logistics trays

Crates and lids

Plastic spare parts


